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Cover Art by Deveon Spaeth

This month we celebrate our 10th anniversary of Polymer Clay TV. It's been an 
amazing adventure and learning experience. It all started with a post I made in the 
Etsy forums on December 26, 2006 asking if anyone wanted to start a polymer clay 
street team. The response was amazing so I went with it. Kira was one of the first to 
respond and little did I know at the time that meeting her would change our lives.  

Shortly after we formed Polymer Clay Guild of Etsy, I knew the group needed a 
website and I asked if anyone would be interested in helping build it and Kira said she 
would. So we started working together and realized we both lived in Florida but about 
5 hours away from each other. Around this time IPods were gaining popularity so I 
decided to buy myself one as a holiday present. I started browsing iTunes and 
discovered something called a podcast and it was like a lightbulb went off in my head. 
I knew I had to do one but didn't know anything about audio or video but thought 
Kira might be the person to help bring this idea to fruition.  

So we met half way between where we lived to hash out the plan which happened to 
be in Orlando, FL and decided to research it and find out how to start a podcast and 
video cast. The rest, as they say, is history. 
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We have morphed our business so many times over the years trying this and trying that, we have 
learned what we want and don't want to do with our business as what our customers do and don't 
want. We always start with an idea and let it take flight. Kira calls me the ideas person while she is 
the executor. It works well for us as I have lots of ideas but not necessarily the skills to help bring 
them to fruition. Kira takes those ideas and does what I like to call “her magic” and in the end we 
have products that make our customers smile.  

We have always been an entirely digital business and until this year we have never lived closer than 
a couple hours away from each other. By chance Kira's husband was offered a job only 1/2 hour 
away from me, they were living in Maryland at the time and when Kira told me about this I knew it 
could be a great thing. They moved to Lake City, FL an up and coming area that recently has had 
an unbelievable growth spurt.  

So naturally the ideas started forming again and we wanted to have a place to host classes and 
workshops and a place to share our artwork as well as a storage place for our equipment. We were 
just driving around scoping things out when we were given a tip about a place for rent that 
sounded perfect. Well it was perfect for our needs and a new chapter in our adventure is about to 
begin! Things Crafty will be opening in Lake City, FL at 366 Knox Street in late August/early Sept. 

We plan to have craft parties and use it as an venue for all kinds of parties and meetings, and we 
will have a small retail section. It will be the funkiest, most artsy place Lake City has ever seen. We 
will be infusing it with our personalities and taste and plan to have a hallway of fame to feature 
some of the art created in the classes. We will have weekly Ladies Night Out parties, kids birthday 
parties, all kinds of events, of course polymer clay mini-retreats and classes, corporate meetings 
and so much more! No more stuffy meeting rooms for us.  

Recently another idea formed since we will be having an art bar I thought it would be fun to use 
bottle caps to spell out the words Art Bar so I asked the folks in Polymer Clay Tribe our Facebook 
group of more than 12,000 artists if they would save me their bottles caps and there was a great 
response. Then another light bulb went off! Since bottle caps are metal they are the perfect thing 
to add polymer clay to. So I asked the Tribe if they would like to send in a bottle cap they make to 
be used in a collaborative piece and the response was incredible! We plan to make something 
really unique with all of the donated caps for the new space. I will be featuring them in the 
following months and sharing the finished artwork here with you as well. I hope you will continue 
on this adventure with us as we branch into live in person classes and events. We look forward to 
getting to know you better and hope you can stop in and meet us, we love meeting our online 
friends in person. Follow along with this adventure and lets see where it goes. As I always say the 
sky is the limit!  
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The Bottle Cap Project 
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by Donna Shapiro Haggerty

Liberty Cap by Pat Krauchune

by Claudia Ottinger
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*Want to be our featured cover artist? Download the Create Along with Polymer clay TV app for your phone 
or tablet and send us a Clayfie! 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Learn about our new free tutorials  and offerings first! 

Upload your photos to us for consideration in PCU Magazine 
straight from your device! 

Catch up on Youtube videos, blog posts, PCA classes and PCU 
resources right in the app. 

Visit us! www.CreateAlong.com 
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TONI’S CANING CORNER 
Filigree Pendant - Part 1 

By: Toni Ransfield


 
This unique Filigree Pin/Pendant is made using four different canes with a metal Filigree base. We 
will be using the Leaf Cane that was published in the April PCU Magazine. The other three canes I 
will teach you how to make in this tutorial. They are all wrapped in Gold Premo Clay. Once I have 
showed you how to make the three canes I will then teach you in Part 2 how to put together the Pin/
Pendant. Some basic knowledge on slicing and making canes would be helpful.

Materials:

Leaf Cane (Published in the April PCU Magazine) 
4 ounces Purple Sculpey® Premo! Clay
4 ounces White Sculpey® Premo! Clay
2 ounces of Gold Sculpey® Premo! Clay
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Tools:

Oven
Pasta Machine
Stiff Blade
Thomas Scientific Blade
Ruler
Large Ceramic Tile for Worksurface Pointed Tool, Knitting Needle

Step 1:
From this photo, you can see some of the materials you will need for this project.

Step 2.
The first thing you need to do is condition your clay. In this tutorial, I will be using Purple Premo, 
White Premo and Gold Premo Clay. Feel FREE to use other colors, experiment have fun!!!
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First Petal Cane:

Step 1.
Make a 3 color Skinner Blend as shown in the picture.

Step 2.
Run through the pasta machine on a #1 setting twenty times.

Step 3.
You are done when your blend looks like 
this.
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Step 4.
Fold the Skinner blend in thirds.

Step 5.
Put through the Pasta Machine on a #1 setting as shown in the photo. Then on a #2, #3 and a #4.

Step 6.
Roll up the sheet into a bullseye cane.

Step 7.
Stand it up and cut it with the stiff blade in 
fourths.

!9
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Step 8.
Take one of the Triangles and bring down the outside Purple Clay to cover the White clay. Flip it over 
and do it to the other side.  Do this to all four quarters.

Step 9.
Stack each one of the quarters next to each other as shown in the picture.

Step 10.
Flatten each side and lengthen it to 6” 
and cut in half (3”).

Step 11.
Place the two halves together.
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Step 12.
Round the corners of the cane.

Step 13.
Wrap in Gold Premo Clay on a #6 setting on the Pasta Machine. Reduce till it is 22 mm round.

Step 14.
Using the Knitting Needle press into the top 
of the petal in the middle making an 
indentation.

Step 15.
Press the bottom together to form a petal.   Set this cane a side.
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Second Petal Cane:

Step 1.
Make a Skinner Blend with the Purple Premo Clay and White Premo Clay as shown in the picture.

Step 2.
Run through the pasta machine on a #1 setting 20 times.

Fold it into thirds and run it through the pasta machine as you did in step 4 of the previous cane. Then 
roll it up and cut it in four quarters.

Step 3.
Take one of the quarters and squeeze together. Do this to all four quarters.

Step 4.
Stack the 4 quarters as shown in 
the picture.
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Step 5.
Flatten each side and lengthen to 5” and cut it in half (2 1⁄2”).

Step 6.
Place the two halves together.

Step 7.
Round the Corners.
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Step 8.
Wrap in Premo Gold Clay on a #6 setting on the 
pasta machine. Reduce this cane to 22 mm round.

Step 9.
Placing the cane so the purple lines are 
horizontal press down to flatten as shown in 
the picture. Set this cane aside

Third Petal Cane:

Step 1:
Make a Skinner blend with the Purple Premo Clay and White 
Premo Clay.

Step 2.
Then do steps 2-4 from the first flower petal.
This time fold it accordion style as shown in the photo.

Step 3.
Round off the corners of the accordion folded cane.
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Step 4.
With the White Facing you cut with your stiff 
blade down the middle (for the middle vein). 
Then cut one of either side of it, so you have 
three veins.

Run a sheet of Purple Premo Clay on a #6 
setting.

Step 5.
Place the Purple Premo Clay sheet on 
your worksurface and place the middle 
triangle with the white 2/3 up as shown 
in the picture cut around the triangle.

Step 6.
Place the other two triangles on top of 
the purple sheet and lay that on the 
purple sheet with the white lined up on 
the purple sheet cut half way up.

Step 7.
Heal it back together as shown in the photo.  Wrap in Gold Premo Clay on a #6 setting.
Reduce it to 16mm round.
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Step 8.
Shape it into a petal Cane, by pinching the bottom 
together.  Set this cane a side.

You have now made all the canes required for the Filigree Pin/Pendant!! Great Job!!!

Visit Toni Ransfield to learn more about her artwork here:  

http://www.exclusivedesignz.com/

� 
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If you haven’t joined us for Polymer Clay 
Adventure 2017 yet, your time is running out!  
PCA is a yearly event. After 2017, you won’t be able to even find many of these projects- ever again! We love 
creating PCA and we are deep in the process of creating the 2018 collection right now! Read more about it at 
www.PolymerClayAdventure.com 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Kevin Bacon & Tennessee Fishing Weights 
Written by Syndee Holt 

Mercedese Bantz and her partner, Beth Brewer Dancy, 
exemplify NICE, as well as TALENT.  Their Midwest 
(Mercedese) and Southern (Beth) roots may have something to 
do with it, but it’s largely driven by their wonderful, creative 
personalities. I’m convinced that either woman would give you 
the shirt off their back or their shoes (flip flops) from their feet. 
Just don’t ask for their Kevin Bacon – their feline household 
emperor/clown/confidant/supervisor! 

The mid 80s found Mercedese in Maine where her husband was 
stationed.  She was a radio disc jockey for a Radio Top 40 
station – THE first station in Maine to have a CD player – that 
was a BIG deal then! The station hired her because they wanted 

a woman with a deeper voice.  Everyone who knows her is nodding their heads right now – she 
has a great voice and great advice comes out with that voice. She is one of the most sharing artists 
I’ve ever met. 

When her husband passed away over 20 years ago, she decided to leave her home state of Illinois 
for California because, “I heard that you could make money with your art there.”  
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She joined Toastmasters and a realtor at one of their meetings told her that she had just sold a 
property to a woman who was going to start making stamps. Mercedese tells us what happened 
next, “So I ended up making over 200 stamps for Stampington, and then I transitioned to doing 
watercolor illustrations for Somerset Studio.” Then another friend of hers got a job painting faux 
antique orange crate labels for Sunkist. She recalls, “They wanted to get into more products like 
soaps and signs.  Even though they had an archive of the actual old labels, the artists had all died 
and they couldn’t track down the families, so they decided to create new labels with the old look.” 
 Unfortunately, the company changed management and decided not to go in that expanded 
direction.   She created 5 or 6 lines of ceramics after that and she explained, “Because I’ve 
licensed my own art for years, I’m always aware of reproducing another company’s art.  I hate to 
turn down requests, but I won’t break a license or a copyright.” 

So where did polymer clay come in?  She and 
Beth were at a wholesale show about ten 
years ago and they met Kelly Steindorf from 
the San Diego Polymer Clay Guild. 
Mercedese was amazed at the detail in the 
canework that Kelly and her partner could 
create with polymer clay. Kelly invited them 
to the guild’s annual retreat called Sandy 
Camp. “We knew nothing about clay, but we 
went to Sandy Camp and got hooked.  The 
next year at Sandy Camp somehow we got 
seated with Carol Blackburn, Donna Kato, 
Judy Belcher and Emi Fukushima!  We 
learned more at that retreat than we could 
have learned on our own in four years.” 

Even though she was fascinated with 
canework, it was “never her thing”, so she 

started making little tiny dots to decorate Bottles of Hope. She recalled, “I started making some 
beads. Beth would string them, but I only wanted to make beads.  I didn’t know I could sculpt 
anything, but I tried making a character on a Bottle of Hope.”  Then she discovered the work of 
Doreen Kassel and read that she was painting on the clay, “That’s when I got the white clay and 
broke out the oil paints.” And she was off and running… 

Mercedese still incorporates a glass base of some sort in her sculptures, like that first Bottle of 
Hope.  Usually she uses a round ornament, but really no shape is safe – light bulbs, different 
shaped ornaments. She explained, “I started using ornaments and I realized that I could give them 
feet.  I use fishing weights in the feet to help stabilize the sculpture.”  
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Believe it or not, Beth gets the fishing weights for her when she travels back to Tennessee every 
year. She stuffs them in a bulk box and takes them to the post office where they always ask her, 
“Geez, what’s in here? Lead?”  Yep (imagine the sound of deep chortle here from Mercedese!) 
Those fishing weights and those feet are part of her distinctive style – along with the flip flops 
almost all her characters wear, “I even gave a bird a pair of flip flops.”  It’s that Los Angeles style 
in a Midwestern girl thing. 

I mentioned that I thought the smiles on her work look 
like her smile and she responded, “Hadn't thought of 
them having my smile. Lol.  It was there in my first 
sculpture- and it's the same smile my 2 dimensional 
character paintings have though!” 

I always like to ask artists about their “Go-to” tools. 
She immediately answered, “Gamblin FastMatte 
Alkyd Oil Colors because they not only have my 
preferred bright color palette, but they dry in 24-48 
hours.” She names Christi Friesen’s sculpting tools 
and the Sculpey Etch n’ Pearl tools as her top tools. 
And now, after her recent shoulder surgery, she will 
have a motorized pasta machine in her top tools! Her 
current clay of choice is Sculpey Souffle Igloo, 

another Sandy Camp find because I wandered over and said, “Hey, you need to try this clay, you 
will like the texture of it for your oils.” 

Mercedese works about 40 hours a week on 
her clay sculptures, spending about 30 in 
the sculpting studio in the house and 10 
hours a week in “what USED to be the 
garage”, where she fires and paints the 
sculptures. Hey, it’s California, we don’t put 
our cars in the garage! She continues, 
“Forty hours, but come the holidays, all bets 
are off.”  She describes her work as 
production work because, “That way I can 
work more efficiently and the painting of 
the cured piece is easier.  I can do all the 
reds at once, let them dry and move on to 
another color.” 

Her busy show schedule is made even 
busier because she demoes at EVERY show 
she sells at. “I wish polymer clay would 
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become more mainstream, there is still a lot of explaining of what the medium actually is. That’s 
why I always try to demo at all of my shows so that people can see that I actually create the 
sculpture and they aren’t some sort of greenware I buy and paint.” 

If you follow her on Facebook, you will 
see that when she isn’t working in the 
studio that they spend a LOT of time in the 
Magic Kingdom and playing with Kevin 
Bacon (who seriously needs his own 
Instagram account!). 

In addition to her polymer clay work, she 
functions as an “occasional color 
consultant” for Beth’s cookie business. 
TRUST ME- Beth’s cookies taste even 

better than they look and they are gorgeous cookies. 
I got to eat a sparkling Cinderella’s slipper at Sandy 
Camp last year.  I still think about that cookie… 

 

Visit Syndee Holt for more fun stuff 
here at her blog:   https://

synssculpeyblog.wordpress.com/  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THE POLYMER CHEF 
Imitation Watermelon Tourmaline 

by Suzanne Ivester 

One of the most iconic images of summer is watermelon--so cold, juicy, and refreshing. Searching for 
relief from the “dog days” in Florida, I found inspiration in the mineral version of this treat, watermelon 
tourmaline. Tourmaline, in general, is a semi-precious stone similar to granite; its colors include 
magenta, greens, yellows, and everything in between. The stone gets its name from a phrase in the 
language of Sri Lanka, tura mali, which means “stone mixed with vibrant colors.” The watermelon 
variety is rare in that it displays three different colors in the same crystal.
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Some time ago Patricia Kimle created a watermelon tourmaline pendant for Polyform Products. 
Recently I’ve been experimenting with Sculpey’s new clear liquid bakeable clay, and I realized that it 
could produce a more-transparent faux stone, with variations of color and pattern more like the 
natural mineral. Here’s what I came up with.

Ingredients

Roughly 1 ounce (1/2 package) Sculpey® Premo! Accents Translucent polymer clay
Roughly 1/4 ounce (1/8 package) Sculpey® Premo! Accents Green Pearl polymer clay
Sculpey® Liquid Bakeable Clay, Clear
Alcohol inks in magenta (bright pink), red, and green
(I used Adirondack’s Wild Plum, and Piñata’s Chile Pepper, Lime Green, and Rainforest Green)
1/2 tsp. ground coffee

Instructions

1.  Roll the Translucent clay to the thinnest setting of your pasta machine and cut out a sheet about 2 
x 4 inches. Apply several drops of the magenta alcohol ink and spread it around a bit with a cotton 
swab. Apply a generous zigzag of liquid clay on the sheet and spread it evenly. Sprinkle the sheet 
with a pinch of ground coffee. Fold the sheet accordion-style to a narrow stack (about 1/2 inch wide). 
Chop it up into 5 or 6 pieces and gather them together into a log. This will be very rough--not at all 
like the precision canes you may be used to making!

2. Cut out another thin translucent sheet 
about 2 x 4 inches. Do not color it. Again 
apply liquid clay and wrap this clear layer 
around the pink log, jelly-roll style.

3. Cut another sheet the same size and 
thickness as before and color this one light 
green. Generously apply liquid clay all 
over it, sprinkle on another pinch of coffee, 
and wrap it around the clear layer. I 
repeated the green layer with a darker 
shade of green. 

4. You will now have a very messy-looking 
clay bundle, as shown in the photo with 
the ink bottles. Stick the dropper of the red 
alcohol ink into the center of the pink core 
of your bundle and squeeze out a few 
drops. 

5. Roll the Green Pearl clay to a thin 
setting of your pasta machine. Wrap it 
around the bundle. Now you will compress 
the whole thing with your hands into a 
more-solid sausage-like shape and roll it to 
reduce it just a bit. You should now have a 
cane similar to the one in the photo. 
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6. I took slices from my cane and pressed them into a cabochon mold to create the drop earrings. You 
may want to simply slice the cane and bake the slices to resemble the flat pieces of watermelon 
tourmaline shown in many online sources. Just use your fingers to compress the slices to remove any 
spaces in your rather messy cane, and create irregularly shaped slices that look organic.

7. After baking your watermelon tourmaline clay, apply a thin layer of Sculpey clear liquid all over the 
surface and heat it with a heat gun to achieve maximum clarity and 
shine.

This recipe is not as precise with measurements and instructions as 
most of my recipes, but the goal of the project is to create unique 
and organic pieces, as much like nature as possible. This allows you 
to exercise your own creativity and just have fun with it. Enjoy, and 
stay cool!

Visit Suzanne, The Polymer Chef, today for more fun stuff: 
http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/  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FAUX AGED PEWTER SEASHELL 
NECKLACE 

by Cindi McGee

The gems of the sea get a metallic makeover in this easy to create necklace.

Materials: 

Sculpey® Premo!  White 
Makin’s® Sea Shell Push Mold
Makin’s Professional® Ultimate Clay Extruder® with round disc and ClayCore Adaptor® 
DecoArt® Megallic Lustre - Silver Spark and 
Sculpey® Bake & Bond
Jewelry wire, crimps, jump rings, closure 
Jewelry pliers, scissors
Toothbrush
Corn starch
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Dust the seashell push mold with a little cornstarch and use white clay to create 2 starfish, 2 clam 
shells, and 2 of another larger shell of your choice.  The mold is flexible, so I find it easier to just keep 
the clay within the image rather than trimming after molding. 

Condition white clay and insert into the extruder with the adaptor and a round disc.  Extrude enough 
clay for the desired length of your finished necklace (plus about 1/4” extra for when you trim the 
ends).   The adaptor extrudes the clay with the hole already in it.  Bake according to manufacturer 
instructions. 

Determine desired placement of shells on the necklace.   I 
wanted my shells off-center so I shifted them all to one side.  
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Turn one starfish over, place extruded necklace over center, 
add a small strip of clay over the necklace and attached to the 
starfish to hold in place.  This does not need to be “neat” as it 
will be covered in the next steps.   Repeat on either side of 
starfish with one of each of your other shells. I allowed my 
starfish to overlap my other shells a bit.  Tip:  If your details get 
blurred by handling the shells or starfish while you work, you 
can gently place the mold itself over the shell to add back 
texture details as needed.   Bake and let cool. 

Apply a small amount of Bake & Bond over the backs of each 
shell, then add the matching shells directly over the baked 
shells, gently pressing to adhere.  Smooth seams on edges with 
your fingertips.  Bake and let cool. 

Use scissors to trim ends of extruded necklace for a clean edge.

Apply Black Shimmer Metallic Lustre over entire necklace.  I used a toothbrush to get be sure to get 
the coloring into the details of the shells.  
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Use fingertips to apply touches of Silver Spark 
Metallic Lustre over the black.  The goal is not to 
completely cover the black, but to enhance it 
and highlight the details of the shells to help 
achieve a “faux aged pewter” effect on the entire 
piece.   

Add jewelry wire through extruded tube and 
then add closure. 

Find  more of Cindi’s designs at
www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com

at 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Fancy Fish Scale Cane and Mermaid’s Tears bracelet 
Kira Slye 

I have a fantasy author in the family. Jane Yolen is my first cousin once removed (my mother’s cousin) and as 
such I grew up reading her books. My favorite is called The Mermaid’s Three Wisdoms. In this story, a young 
girl meets a mermaid in desperate need of help, and they learn from each other although they don’t speak 

each other’s language. A friendship forms and both learn about love and heartache. When the mermaid 
silently cries, diamonds fall from her eyes. She leaves some for her friend the last time they are together. 


Supplies: 

• Premo Accents Translucent 

• Premo - Wasabi, Turquoise, various colors scraps you like 

• Turquoise powdered pigment 
• Gold leaf sheet 

• Swarovski (or glass) crystals 
• Folk Art Color Shift Aqua Flash paint 

• Metallic Glimmer Polish in Gold 

Tools:  

• Rubber stamp (Mandala TextureStax) 

• Quick Cuff bracelet form 
• Hills and Valleys extra long silkscreen (or any pattern you like) & paintbrush 

• Clay tools- blade, pasta machine, acrylic roller 
********************************************** 

Prepare your clay for a Skinner Gradient Blend- condition the translucent well, and roll it to the thickest setting 
on your pasta machine. Make a rectangle. 

Use the scrap clay to form another 
smaller rectangle, and pick a color to blend into the translucent. You want a small amount. Make a rectangle 
from these two pieces by cutting triangles and piecing them back together as shown at the bottom of the larger 
translucent rectangle.  
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*The reason you are doing it this way is because if you simply blended colored clay into the translucent in a 
regular triangular Skinner Blend it would be quite a dark and opaque color and we want a really 
translucent, barely colored blend. 

Now put the clay into your pasta machine with the triangle blend at the bottom, and begin rolling.  

Always fold so that it stays in this direction, the same direction you start (don’t turn the clay).  

Eventually you will see a barely-there blend of translucent into the color you picked (in my case, turquoise.) 

Cut off any ragged edges.  
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Lay your gold leaf over the clay and burnish (rub) it on well. What I’m using is called patent or transfer leaf, 
which comes with a paper backing, but you can also use loose gold leaf. Using mylar foil will produce a different 
effect that you may like, I encourage you to try it both ways! 

Take some scraps and roll a thin snake. Place it on one edge and roll up the clay around it into a log, with the 
gold on the inside. 

For this cane, you want to reduce the size by squeezing and pulling from the middle out. Do NOT roll it on your 
table or it may just fall apart. You need to compress the gold against the clay, causing it to become embedded 
and crackled. Pull and squeeze until you feel it is small enough to make scales- larger for big scales, smaller for 
little scales.  
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Now cut the cane in half using an exaggerated slanted cut- not straight up and down. We want to expose the 
swirls of gold inside the cane.  

Cut off a rather thickish piece and use your fingers to squish it even more sideways, exposing more of the gold 
layers! It should start looking something like a scale pattern at this point. 

Once you get the hang 
of that, cut off a whole 
bunch of slices and 
squish them. Then cut 
them in half. 

You can do anything 
you want with these fish 
scales, I decided to 
create a cuff bracelet.  
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Roll out a piece of Wasabi colored clay to a #3 (medium) on your machine. Cut it to fit your long silkscreen 
pattern, which should be long enough to fit around your cuff form. 
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Silkscreen the design- lay the silkscreen down (follow directions, for CreateAlong screens it is orange-side 
down). Squeegee or firmly paint over the design (this paint is liquid so I used a brush). Remove and wash your 
screen and allow the paint to dry on the clay. 

Next cut your clay to fit around your cuff form, and place 
it painted-side down. This way the design will show inside 
the finished bracelet. 

Start at one end and place pieces of fish 
scales overlapping on the cuff. Press them 
gently at first in case you decide to move 
some. If you wish (I did) accent the edges 
with a touch of metallic powder applied with 
your fingertip so they really show up as semi-
circular scale shapes.  

Fill the cuff with scales. Then press them 
down firmly and trim away the edges with a 
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straight blade so you have room to add a 

decorative band on both sides. 

Roll out snakes from the cane scraps. Use a texture tool or rubber stamp to create a pattern, and highlight it 
with powder to make it stand out and sparkle. Lay it on the sides of the scales to make a border. 
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Press Swarovski or glass crystals into the border. These are the mermaid’s tears :) 

Bake your cuff for the manufacturer’s recommended time and temp- Premo requires at least 30 minutes at 275. 

Pop your baked bracelet off the metal form and if you wish, highlight the sides and edges with gold sparkly 
paint. Metallic Glimmer Polish, Inka Gold, Decoarte Metallic Luster, and Guilder’s Paste are good options. 

Enjoy wearing your cuff! 
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